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INTRODUCTION
As part of our Patient First focus, Healogics® is dedicated to reducing unwarranted clinical variability across
our organization and improving Comprehensive Healing Rates (CHR) amongst our patients. Recently, we
introduced four levers that could improve our patient outcomes. These levers included frequent patient
visits, the prevention of stalled wounds, improving patient engagement and utilizing advanced modalities.
These levers were identified utilizing the “CLEAR” (or Clinically-Led, Evidence-based, Analytically-driven,
Research-informed) Approach, which involves reviewing internal and external research to identify
evidence-based recommendations. The focus of this paper will be on the evidence and research
supporting the key lever of preventing stalled wounds in driving better patient outcomes.
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BACKGROUND
Previous research has defined normal and abnormal healing curves for wounds of various etiology. A stalled
wound is a wound that is no longer showing normal healing progress, also described as not on its expected
healing trajectory. A stalling wound is defined by small reductions in size/area over time when compared
to wounds that are on a typical trajectory. This concept in wound care is not a new one. In fact, research
on wound healing trajectories (or healing curves) and stalled wounds has been around for more than 100
years. One of the earliest studies was on wound healing in World War I soldiers, which led to the discovery
of patterns of standard wound healing.¹ When wound progress stalled compared to their expected healing
trajectory, a search for the cause and a modification to the treatment plan was required. In this early
research, irrigation, debridement and antibacterial treatments were initiated once stalling was identified.
Numerous publications from Dr. Alexis Carrel in the early 1900s described how tracking wounds against
their expected wound healing trajectories were predictive of overall healing and how prompt, targeted
therapies resulted in returning those wounds back towards their normal healing curves.
Figure 1. Wound healing trajectories by Dr. Carrel published in 1917 to predict
the day of healing by patient age.

More recent research has plotted wound healing trajectories and has also consistently found similar
patterns of wounds stalling in those that did not heal2,3,4. While these studies were conducted in highly
controlled clinical trials testing the efficacy of various treatments, in each study, there was a clear
pattern of deceleration in wound progress (stalling) in those who do not heal. These stalling patterns in
non-healing wounds have been studied extensively across various wound types5,6, including in venous
ulcers4,7,8, pressure ulcers2, diabetic foot ulcers3,4,9 and burn and donor site wounds10,11. These studies
have a common theme, in which stalling is predictive of whether a wound will ultimately heal or not.

STALLED WOUNDS AND REAL-WORLD EVIDENCE
Based on the extensive research demonstrating that wound stalling is a strong predictor of non-healing,
Healogics set out to examine stalled wounds/healing trajectories using our own real-world data. All data
presented below is based on wounds discharged in 2019, limited to the outpatient service line and Wound
Care Centers® that offer full wound care services. Consults and wounds assessed only once are also
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excluded. This data set has consistently been used for all four levers described earlier to ensure statistical
inferences have been made from a common data source with high data integrity.
Similar to the previously described research, we found distinct differences in the healing trajectories
(based on percent area change) for wounds that healed versus those that did not (Figure 2). Wounds that
do not ultimately heal typically demonstrate early healing progress, but then stall out, defined as slow or no
additional progress over time. Conversely, wounds that heal typically start with slower progress in the first
few weeks then enter a rapid and substantial percent area reduction with each subsequent week. In order
to be consistent with the published literature on wound healing in clinical trials, we eliminated fast healers
to limit bias and focus on the more complex, advanced wounds typically seen in a wound center. In clinical
trials, fast healers are eliminated using the logic that they would heal regardless of the treatment plan,
making it difficult to find differences in various treatment plans.
Figure 2. Healogics median percent area change by wound outcome
(Fast Healer, Healed, Medically Discharged, Not Healed).

To understand when wounds stall, we looked at the percent area change at each assessment and tracked
each wound against the healing trajectory of wounds of similar size at admission. Wounds that fell outside
the 75th percentile of expected area reduction at any point were flagged as a stalled wound. Across all
wounds discharged in 2019, 27% of wounds stalled at some point during their treatment. Additionally, as
demonstrated in Figure 3 below, the percent of wounds identified as stalled increased steadily between
Week 4 and Week 10 of treatment. This emphasizes the importance of frequent visits throughout the
episode of care, quickly identifying potential issues that can cause a wound to stall, and evaluating the
appropriate course of treatment.
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Figure 3. Percent of wounds identified as stalled by week in treatment.

It is important to identify and prevent wounds that are likely to stall because once a wound deviates from
its expected healing trajectory, it is less likely to heal and more likely to be in treatment longer than those
who never stalled (Figure 4). Additionally, patients who had at least one wound that stalled were 38%
more likely to quit treatment than those who have not had a stalled wound. This suggests the momentum
of staying on the healing path not only helps accelerate the time to healing, but also may help keep the
patient more engaged in their treatment and prevent premature termination of treatment.
Figure 4. Percent of wounds that healed and average days in treatment by
the total number of weeks the wound was identified as stalled.

Since stalling impacts likelihood to heal, it is not surprising that the wound types that stall the most are
the hardest to heal. As shown in Figure 5, radiation, arterial and pressure ulcers have the highest stalling
rates and some of the lowest healing rates. This suggests there is an opportunity to improve care in these
harder to heal wounds by regularly monitoring wound progress and adjusting treatment plans by utilizing
additional advanced modalities to get more of these wounds back on the path to healing before they stall
out completely.
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Figure 5. Percent of wounds that stall and Comprehensive Healing Rates (CHR) by wound etiology.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Healing trajectories and stalling patterns in wound healing are not new concepts and have been studied
across various wound types over the past 100 years. It has been well documented that the healing
trajectories early in treatment can be predictive of a wounds overall likelihood to heal.
Healogics data reinforces that medical literature and expands upon previous studies by identifying the
healing trajectories in real world treatment settings and throughout the healing episode. We found that the
risk of stalling increases steadily between Week 4 and Week 10 of treatment, emphasizing the importance
of close monitoring of progress during this critical time. Additionally, our data shows that wounds that stall
result in suboptimal patient experiences, leading to a lower likelihood to heal, longer time in treatment and
higher likelihood in quitting treatment. Finally, we found that some of the hardest to heal wounds, including
Radiation, Arterial, and Pressure Ulcers, have the highest stalling rates, suggesting an opportunity for
improving care for these wound types.
In order to ensure wounds are on the healing path, ensure patients have weekly visits to allow for the
ongoing and accurate measurement of the current healing trajectory. Weekly visits will also allow providers
to detect and intervene on wounds that are at risk for stalling earlier. Once a wound’s progress appears to
slow, it may be necessary to reassess the current plan of care and implement a different strategy including
advanced modalities to get them back on the path to healing. Vigilant monitoring and personalizing
treatment modalities based on a patient's wound progress can help more wounds to heal and maintain
patient engagement throughout the entire episode of care.
A wound’s healing trajectory is an important “vital sign” of its progress and needs to be continually
assessed to ensure the progress is on track to heal and not beginning to stall. By proactively identifying
and intervening on wounds at risk for stalling, we can improve Comprehensive Healing Rates and reduce
unwarranted clinical variability across Healogics Centers.
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